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ABSTRACT
The purpose of this study was to design and develop a set of guidelines for
multimedia learning objects to inform instructional designers (IDs) about the
procedures involved in the process of content analysis. This study was motivated
by the absence of standardized procedures in the beginning phase of the
multimedia learning object design which is content analysis and the lack of
awareness among IDs on steps to be followed during content analysis. The
research design applied cognitive task analysis of experts via interview and the
triangulation was done via content analysis. The findings are instructional design
framework for IDs to follow and as a platform where IDs and SMEs collaboratively
design the content for multimedia learning objects (M-LOG) to enhance the
quality of multimedia learning objects.
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INTRODUCTION
Cognitive task analysis (CTA) uses a variety of interview and observation strategies to capture a description of
the knowledge that experts use to perform complex tasks. Complex tasks are defined as those where performance
requires the integrated use of both controlled (conscious, conceptual) and automated (unconscious, procedural or
strategic) knowledge to perform tasks that often extend over many hours or days (Clark et al, 2007). CTA is often only
one of the strategies used to describe the knowledge required for performance. It is a valuable approach when
advanced experts are available who reliably achieve a desired performance standard on a target task and the goal is to
capture the “cognitive” knowledge used by them (Clark & Estes, 1996).
Analysts use CTA to capture accurate and complete descriptions of cognitive processes and decisions. The
outcome is most often a description of the performance objectives, equipment, conceptual knowledge, procedural
knowledge and performance standards used by experts as they perform a task. The descriptions are formatted so that
they can be used as records of task performance and/or to inform novices in a way that helps them achieve the
performance goal(s) in any context. CTA is most often performed before (or as an integral part of) the design of
instruction, work, job aids and/or tests (Feldon, 2007).
Cognitive Task Analysis captures a description of the knowledge that experts apply in designing and developing
multimedia learning objects guideline (M-LOG). This is important to facilitate knowledge elicitation in design and
development of multimedia courseware, in order to prevent experts from unintentionally misrepresenting the
conceptual knowledge on which they base their performance. Hence, CTA captures accurate and complete
descriptions of cognitive processes and decisions in the design and development of multimedia courseware. The
outcome is most often a description of the performance objectives, equipment, conceptual knowledge, procedural
knowledge and performance standards used by experts in the design and development of M-LOG.
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BACKGROUND OF THE STUDY
Emerging course standards require instructional designers to focus on the design of learning objects as much as
the overall design of a course. Designers create new content or convert existing content into small, stand-alone
reusable learning objects with metadata so that they can be stored in a learning object repository (Centre for Learning
Technologies, 2000 in Reese, 2009). Emerging standards do not yet provide specific guidance on how to plan for or
create learning objects, although some principles and guidelines available from existing literature can be use to aid in
the design process.
The success of the program depends on the design and development of learning objects, developed in a way
that will benefit the developer (instructional designer), administrator (teacher, trainer), and learner/user (company,
organisation, school) (Beaudrie, 2001). A proper documentation of tasks as well as guidelines to be followed in the
development of learning objects would aid the all the e-learning designers and developers to demonstrate consistent
level of job performance.
In this study the researcher intended to design a set of guidelines to aid the instructional designer in the early
process of building the learning objects. Each time an instructional designer creates a new LO using the guidelines, the
process becomes easier and the amount of time is decreased.
LITERATURE REVIEW
Expert reviews on learning object content structure
This section of literature review was used as data for the design of the content design guidelines for
multimedia learning object. The data is about the instructional components of LO which the LO author (instructional
designer) need to be planned when analysing the content.
According to Chyung (2007) one of the first things to do in learning object development is to conduct a content
analysis. The purpose of analysing instructional content using a taxonomy model is to determine the most
appropriate methods and media to deliver the content. Optimally, designers should analyse the instructional content
before determining which media ought to be used to deliver the content. During content analysis, you would analyse
the type (domain) and level (sequence) of the content (Chyung, Treñas, 2009). From a content level analysis,
instructional designers are able to state specific lesson objectives, instructional strategies, and assessment methods
for use in the instructional steps required in the course.
During the analysis of content before storyboarding, the specific components of the LO must be addressed. The
manner in which learners will be presented with the instruction is determined (the delivery media and learning
activities), and the sequencing and aggregation of objectives (Chyung, Treñas, 2009). These tasks must be completed
by the instructional designer before proceed into storyboarding.
Cisco focused on the identification of the cognitive level of the content as first step in content analysis.
Cognitive level is an important designation that identifies how learners will remember or use the skills and knowledge
that they acquire through completing the M-LOG (Cisco, 2003). When combined with the Learning objective, the
cognitive level identifies what the learner is required to remember or do to demonstrate mastery of a given M-LOG.
There are many methods of classifying cognitive levels. The RLO strategy applies the best practices and
research found in Dr. David Merrill’s component display theory and Dr. Benjamin Bloom’s Taxonomy of Educational
Objectives (Cisco, 2003).
Merril (1983) in his component display theory has highlighted four types of content including concepts, facts,
procedures, and principles. Another dimension of the matrix is three levels of performance, including remember, use
and find. After an additional item, processes, has been added to the types of content, the five items are often referred
to as CFP3 (Clark 1999), which Cisco uses in its RLO strategy (2003).
Merrill identifies two levels of cognition: Remember and Use. Bloom identifies six levels, ranging from
knowledge to evaluation. Declarative knowledge (knowing what) Procedural knowledge Procedural knowledge
(knowing how) and situated knowledge (knowing when and how) are the three categories of e-learning contenet. She
related three categories to acquisition (“remember”) and application (“use”) from Merrill’s content-performance
index. This is clearly illustrated in Table 1.
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Table 1. Content Taxonomy Models for E-learning Development
Type: Concept, Fact, Principle, Procedure,
Process
Level: Remember -> Use

3 categories of e-learning content
Declarative knowledge (knowing what),

Concepts and facts

Procedural knowledge (knowing how)
Situated knowledge (knowing when and how).

Procedures and processes
Principles

The above information focused on classifying the content and Learning objective. Cisco (2003) applied David
Merrill’s and Bloom’s taxonomy while Chyung (2007) proposed content taxonomy based on David Merrill’s and
Gagne’s three types of verbal information. The latter discussion focused on components or attributes which aM-LOG
should be made of from design perspectives.
It has been quite frequently argued that instructional design principles should guide the design of M-LOG
(Wiley, 2000). From an instructional design perspective, Gagne, Briggs, and Wager (1992) identified four basic
elements that should be taken into account for lesson planning. These are:
1. “A statement of the objective of the lesson
2. A list of instructional events to be employed;
3. A list of the media, materials, and activities by which each event is to be accomplished;
4. Notes on the teacher roles and activities"
These elements of lesson planning as defined by Gagne, Briggs, and Wager (1992) are very close to the way
Cisco (2003) approaches the concept of a M-LOG, that is, as a container of the learning objective, activities, and
content. A similar approach to M-LOG design has been also adopted by Macromedia (Gallenson, Heins, &Heins, 2002).
Finally, Plodzien, Stemposz, and Stasiecka (2006), based on a “model of effective learning,” identified four broad
categories of aM-LOG’s structure: introduction, main content, summary, and evaluation.
These categories were further used as measures for evaluating the quality of M-LOG (Gallenson, Heins, &Heins,
2002). The researchers concluded that the presence of such instructional components within a learning object had a
positive impact on the way users evaluated its quality (Plodzien, Stemposz, and Stasiecka, 2006). Thus, in this case, a
learning object has many design similarities with a lesson plan as specified by Gagne, Briggs and Wager (1992).
Baruque and Melo (2003) extended the basic components of M-LOG proposed following attributes to be
specified for each M-LOG: learning outcomes, content to be covered, evaluation method, example, practice, media
and instructional approach. This last item can be chosen among the following cases: presentation, demonstration,
collaborative learning, learning by discovery, problem solving, instructional games, simulation, tutorial and drill-andpractice. At this point, it is important for the instructional designer to consider the context in which the LO will be
used. If it is under the constructivist perspective, the LO should not be tied to a specific learning objective
(Baruque&Melo, 2004).
Baruque and Melo (2004), has used the content structure proposed by Clark (1998) and Cisco (2001). At the
bottom level, each M-LOG relates to a cognitive level, such as principle, process, procedure, concept, and fact. In their
paper, they have presented an example of documenting the content design for aM-LOG. As an example, the M-LOG
“To categorize risk” is used will have following attributesBaruque and Melo(2004):

Learning Outcomes: The student should be aware of the company’s business risk categories and classify each
risk scenario according to this list.
•

Content to be covered: Definition of risk categories.

•

Evaluation method: Pre and post tests with learner reflection.
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•

Example: Examples based on real or authentic situations within the company.

•

Practice: A case study posing a problem which should be addressed by a group of students.

•

Media: Text-based or multimedia tools for shared synchronous or asynchronous communication, tools for
collaborative work (shared screens).

•

Instructional approach: Collaborative learning and problem solving

Ally (2004) proposed three main components which a LO should consists of. First component is a pre-learning
strategy such as a learning outcome, advance organizer and overview. The second component is a presentation
strategy which includes the content, materials and activities to achieve the outcome for the LO. The content includes
facts, concepts, principles and procedures in the form of text, audio, graphics, pictures, videos, simulation or
animation. The third component is a post-learning strategy in the form of a summary and post-assessment to check
the achievement of the learning outcome.
Thompson and Yonekura (2005) have produced a structural model which is similar to CISCO’s reusable
information objects, more commonly known as RIOs with the goal of producing instructionally sound M-LOG. Their MLOG model consists of useful and reusable digital components that: 1) state a learning objective, 2) present content,
3) provide opportunity for practice and 4) assess achievement of the objective. According to their model, all four
elements must be present for a component to be considered aM-LOG. They have provided instructional guidelines for
each of the component in the model that any author of M-LOG must take into consideration. The summary of the
guidelines presented in the below table:
Table 2. Guidelines for Each Component in the Instructional Model of LO Proposed by Thompson and
Yonekura (2005)
Element in LO

Learning objective

Content

Practice

Assessment

Description
Each M-LOG can address only one learning objective. The learning objective
must address the task (what the learner will perform), conditions (under
which conditions should the learner complete the objective?) and criteria (To
what degree should the learner achieve this objective?)
Text, video, audio, images or interactive media that convey the facts,
concepts, processes, procedures and/or principles of the subject matter
should be included.The content has to be chunked and organised into key
ideas according to the high-to-low level importance.
AM-LOG should provide opportunities for learners to review facts, key
concepts and principles through exercises, instructional games, simulations,
problem solving and guided reflections.
The assessment part in LO is to ensure whether the learner has achieved the
stated learning objective. M-LOG authors have the choice of using traditional
assessment methods such as quizzes (i.e., multiple choice, true-or-false,
etc.) or non traditional methods such as games and simulations.

From the literature reviews discussed, it can be concluded that, a M-LOGshould have 5 main attributes which
are 1.) introduction, 2.) content – chunking and content display methods have to be specified 3.) learning activities /
practices 4.) summary and 5.) assessment / evaluation. The extracted elements from the literature reviews were used
as the data for the content analysis guidelines for M-LOG.
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
This section provides the applied research design, a description of the participants and an explanation of the
data collection process and analysis. The purpose of this study was to contribute to a better understanding of how
instructional designers make decisions about content design of learning objects. The examination was expected to
reveal the kinds of decisions that instructional designers make when engaged in this type of activity. The study had
two broad objectives: to document the process of designing aM-LOG and to illustrate the outcome of applying these
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practices.To achieve its purpose the illustrative case study examined the following questions:
What are the guidelines of content analysis for M-LOG?
How effective were the guidelines in assisting the instructional designers in the content analysis of M-LOG?
The participants are instructional designers from an open and distance learning institution who involved in
development of learning objects. There were five instructional designers in the learning object team whose main
roles are analysing the content, create storyboard and visualise the storyboard with the multimedia programmer. This
study analysed how the ID conducted the content analysis phase and the challenges they face during the process. The
data collection procedures pertaining to each of these questions is presented as follows:
RESEARCH QUESTION 1: WHAT ARE THE GUIDELINES OF CONTENT ANALYSIS FOR M-LOG?
a. Job analysis via focus group interview with the instructional designers
Since the guidelines document is expected to train the ID for a specific job which is analysing content
graphic artist, job analysis was choosen to identify the performance gap. Interview was used as the job analysis
instrument. The researcher recorded the reflections of the respondents who are the Instructional designers
involved in M-LOG development. The objective of this interview was to establish the gap occur in the
performance of the instructional designers (ID) in content analysis.Therecorded interview and reflections were
transcribed by the researcher.The interview questions were divided into 3 sections;
Section 1: Instructional designer’s background

i.

The first section looked into the background of the interviewees in terms of academic qualifications,
professional experience in the field of ID in e-learning.
Section 2: Conducting Content Analysis before create storyboard

ii.

This section tried to get the insight about the process an ID goes through during analysing the content before
storyboarding Learning Project.
iii. Section 3: The issues involved in the ID process
This section concerned more about the issues arise during the content analysis.
b. Interview with the subject matter experts
Expert interviews have been conducted to gather information to be design the guidelines for content analysis.
According to Begner and Menz (2002) in Flick (2009), the expert interview can be used for preparing the instrument in
a study for other targeted group. In this study the findings from the expert interview were used the guidelines
(instrument) for the instructional designers (targeted group).
Interviews with experts who involved in LO or any web-based content development were conducted. First
interview was conducted with a Subject Matter Expert (SME) who is a Project Director of LO development project. She
is also the director of the department which is involved in design and development of learning materials of Open
University Malaysia. Second interview was conducted with the leader of e-content development team. She is the
Assistant Manager of the department.
The experts were selected based on their experience in e-learning materials especially web-based material. The
criteria used in the selection are:
1.

Have more than 3 years experience in designing e-learning materials

2.

Have conducted training on development of e-learning materials.

3.

Well-versed with pedagogical theories and its implementation as well as application in e-learning
especially web based learning.
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c. Review of the existing literature and best practices
Literatures about expert reviews on M-LOG content structure were reviewed. The insights and information
from the literature were used context knowledge (Flick, 2009) about the content development of the LOs. The findings
from expert interviews were then triangulated (mapped) with the information extracted from the literature review to
validate the information gathered from the experts.
Thematic analysis was used to derive themes emerge from the interviews and literatures reviews. Thematic
coding was chosen because this study involved researching a particular issue or perspective of a process (what are
steps involved in content analysis, how the particular guidelines assists the instructional designers in conducting
content analysis).

GUIDELINE FOR MULTIMEDIA LEARNING OBJECTS

Step
Step 1:
Planning : P
Plan on how you
going to do the
introduction

Explanation
The first step is to capture the attention of learner before the learning begins. Gaining attention is considered
as one of the important instructional design inputs to be considered when designing the learning object.
Among the ideas which can be used to gain attention are:
a. Use thought-provoking question or interest fact to capture student’s attention
b. Use of video scenarios and relate the video to the content to be learned
c. Present a problem or case and ask triggering questions
d. Use of newspaper transcripts or articles to explain a current situation and relate to the content to be
learned
It is advisable for each learning object to address one or two learning outcome (one is most advisable). Also
identify the level of the learning outcome based on Bloom's taxonomy.
Level

Knowledge
Comprehension
Step 2:
Learning
Outcome : O
Identify the
learning
outcome(s)

Application
Analysis
Synthesis
Evaluation

Sample verb
Write, List, Label, Name,
State, Define
Explain, Summarise,
Paraphrase, Describe,
Illustrate
Use, Compute, Solve,
Demontrate, Apply,
Construct
Analyse, Categorise,
Compare, Contrast, Separate
Create, Design, hypothesise,
Invent, Develop
Judge, Recommend, Critique,
Justify

Sample objective
List the organelles of a cell
Explain the relationship between structure
and function of cell organelles
Apply the principles of vector
analysis to a two dimensional
collision
Contrast the geocentric and heliocentric
models of the Solar System
Develop a well-designed investigation to
explore the period of a pendulum
Critique the essay about human cloning

Example:
a. At the end of this learning object, you should be able to identify the level of management according to
the task description.
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Identifying nature of content helps you in determining the display of content and learning task. David Merrill
(1983) listed different types of content, including concepts, facts, processes, procedures, and principles, in his
two-dimensional performance content matrix.
Facts - Remember the facts
Concept - Remember the definition and classify new examples.
Process - Remember the stages and solve a problem and make an inference.
Procedure - Remember the steps and perform the procedure.
Principles - Remember the guidelines and use specific guidelines to solve a problem.

Step 4:
Ideas : I
Organise the
content into key
ideas

Step 5:
Method: M
Decide on
content
presentation
method

Step 6:
Practice : P
Plan the learning
task

Step7:
Assess : A
Plan assessment

After you have identified the learning outcome and the nature of content, now you need to organise the
content. In this step, you have to chunk the content into few key ideas. These key ideas should be well
sequenced in order to avoid confusion when you organize and chunk your content each frame during design
part.
An example of key idea:
LO title: DNA structure
Key idea 1: present the building blocks of DNA
Key idea 2 : show how the building blocks are linked
Key idea 3 : demonstrate how the DNA helix structure is build
Under each key idea plan the content presentation. Text, video, audio, images or interactive media that convey
the facts, concepts, processes, procedures and/or principles of the subject matter should be planned here.
Example:
Key idea 1: present the building blocks of DNA
Content presentation: animation and text
In step 4, you have identified the key ideas. In each key idea you should design learning tasks to provide some
opportunities for learners to review facts, key concepts and principles through exercises, instructional games,
simulations, problem solving and guided relections.
There are few types of learning tasks which will be provided in the content analysis document:
a. Recalling facts/ concepts
b. Sequencing
c. Classiying / Categorising
d. Problem solving
e. Role play
f. Case study
And also there are options for customizable learning task templates such as multiple choice questions, drag
and drop, matching pairs, games, etc. You can choose any of the templates to design your learning task or you
may design a new template.
Example:
Key idea 1: Present the building blocks of DNA
Learning task: Label the building block of DNA
Learning task template: drag and drop
A learning object should assess whether the learner has achieved the stated learning objective. You have the
choice of using traditional assessment methods such as quizzes (i.e., multiple choice, true-or-false, etc.) or nontraditional methods such as games and simulations.
Example:
Description: Recall the role of each level of manager - Given descrption of task choose level of manager,
Choose correct task description of the certain level of manager.
Aseessment method: Quiz - multiple choice
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RESEARCH QUESTION 2: HOW EFFECTIVE WERE THE GUIDELINES IN ASSISTING THE INSTRUCTIONAL DESIGNERS IN
THE CONTENT ANALYSIS OF M-LOGS?
A content analysis document was developed for the instructional designers (IDs) to record their findings from
content analysis. First, the IDs were briefed about the guidelines. At the end of the briefing session, each ID was given
a task of analysing a sub-topic which was selected from a print module developed by the institution and recording the
analysis findings in the content analysis document. Another group session was conducted. At the session each ID was
asked to present their content analysis findings and explain their own experience of analysing the content. In order to
determine whether the guidelines were useful for them or not, another focus group interview session was conducted
with the ID. This interview was focused on:
•

Their experience in conducting content analysis using the guidelines and documenting their analysis
findings.

•

Feedback on how to improvise the guidelines.

Transcriptions obtained from the interview session were categorised according to recurring themes on
participants’ experience in analysing the content and recording their findings in the content analysis document given
to them. From the interview analysis, four categories were derived which shown in Table 9.
Table 3. Category of Themes Derived from the Focus Group Interview
Category

Theme
Increased understanding

Perceived usefulness of the
guidelines in performing
content analysis for M-LOG.

Perceived usefulness of the
content analysis document
in recording analysis
findings.

Task become more structured and
organised

Description of theme
More clear about the steps involved
in content analysis.
By following the steps the process of
analysing content becomes easy.

Decision making become easy

Time and effort spent on thinking
process is reduced.

Able to document the decisions
and thoughts

Will be easy to refer when do the
storyboard

Storyboarding is expected to
become easier.

Expected to be able to
communicate with the SME

Create an online database system
to store the analysis documents.
Suggested improvements to
be made
SMEs have to be trained on
analysing content
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DISCUSSIONS
The interview conducted during job analysis revealed that the instructional designers who are involved in the
M-LOG development tool demonstrated inadequate knowledge and skills to be performed during the content analysis
and planning the design of M-LOG (part of design process). The interview with the instructional designers (before the
guidelines) indicated that there was lack of awareness the purpose of analysing the content and produce a design plan
(which is a part of content analysis deliverable) before create the storyboard. According to Chyung (2007) the purpose
of analysing instructional content is to determine the most appropriate methods and media to deliver the content.
The designer needs to conduct a content level analysis to determine the optimal range of the sequence of learning
required for achieving the instructional goal (Chyung and Treñas, 2009). This statement was highlighted by the one of
the SMEs who stated that during content analysis content should be break into few key ideas and for each key idea
plan on the content delivery method and practice.
There is no standardisation in the procedures of analysing the content. The IDs have their own way of analysing
the content. In the interview some IDs indicated that they planned learning activities during content analysis while
some don’t. The guidelines have clearly set standard procedures for analysing content. So there would be no gaps
among the IDs in the tasks performed during content analysis and the working process can be improved. In Wan Adli’s
(2007) study, he highlighted that standard guidelines and template will lead to improvement in working process
results in shorter development period.
The interview with the instructional designers has revealed another significant gap which is there is no
documentation of the activities the IDs do before create the storyboard specifically identifying the cognitive level of
the content and planning the design of the LO. In order to close the gap, the researcher developed a content analysis
document. It was documentation tool in which the IDs would record the analysis findings. Baruque and Melo (2004)
have suggested to generate content analysis document during the design phase before storyboard. According to them
the document should include the specifications of the attributed in a LO which are learning outcome, content to be
covered, evaluation method and instructional approach such as demonstration, cases study, problem solving etc
(Baruque and Melo, 2004). There is an organisation which has taken the similar initiative. The Le@rning Federation
(2007), a project team from Education Services Australia has proposed standard documentations for each phase in
design and development of M-LOG to support production of our online curriculum content. One of the documents is
the “design brief document”. The purpose of this document is to enable the designers to record the key concepts,
learning outcomes and proposed learning experiences and activities for aM-LOG. This document provides the basis
from which the M-LOG design specifications will be derived.
The design of the “design brief document” was little similar to the “content analysis document”. In the
document developed by The Le@rning Federation (2007), key concepts are described. Each concept will be developed
into M-LOG. Under each M-LOG, the learning outcome for the LO is identified followed by learning design
consideration. The next section of the document is documenting the learning activities planned and their description.
This document was very brief in design. The design of content analysis document was detailed in terms of providing
options for the instructional designers to help them decide the suitable content presentation method and learning
activities.
The guidelines and the content analysis document was an initial step to guide the instructional designers
before they proceed into detailed design of the M-LOG (storyboarding). A similar initiative was taken by the e-learning
research team in EwhaWomans University where the team developed an e-learning design and development tool,
TM
Learning Designer . Learning DesignerTM is their attempt to assist content designers and developers to generate
sharable and reusable M-LOG easily. Compared to the content analysis document developed in this study, Learning
DesignerTMwas very detailed in design which provides assistance to build the content structure and create each asset.
It also assist the designer to state an enabling objective and categorise this objective to be as knowledge or
performance (skill) level of learning outcome, well or ill- structured learning required, and the difficulty level of this
objective is novice, intermediate, and advance level (Kang et al., 2004). In addition proper learning activities with
recommended screen templates are ready to be edited by the designer.
In the interview conducted to assess the effectiveness of the guidelines and content analysis document, the IDs
in overall indicated that the guidelines and content analysis document helped them to save time and effort spent in
deciding the instructional approaches (content presentation method, learning activities, and assessment). The similar
finding was reported in the study by Wan AdliRidzwan Wan Hassan (2007). He developed an application for
storyboarding for the instructional designers with the similar purpose with the researcher which is to guide the IDs in
designing process of M-LOG. The participants in his study felt the application does help speed up content production
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and improves their current working process. He found that by providing easy to use content template, the users were
able to conduct their work more efficiently. The participants in this study indicated similar response. In the interview
they have indicated that the guidelines and the content analysis document clearly informed them on what needs to be
done during content analysis and by following the steps they could conduct the content analysis process efficiently.
CONCLUSION
This study has highlighted the importance of planning content design process before storyboarding. The
guidelines developed had indeed helped the instructional designers from the particular institution
By limiting the study to developing the guidelines on how to conduct content analysis for M-LOG, other
possible avenues of research relating to this study were revealed. The possibilities surfaced as a result of the data
collection and analysis. A suggestion was made that to further develop the guidelines of instructional design
framework for ID to follow during content storyboarding development for M-LOG. Responses also suggested a
platform to promote the collaboration between SME and ID in developing the content for M-LOG where the SME
provide inputs on the content analysis and questions for learning activities while ID design the presentations such as
simulation, demonstration and the learning activities with feedback.
Some possible recommendations for future research include the role of SME in content design and
development of M-LOG, optimising the interaction between SME and ID during the content design to eliciting and
conceptualise the unfamiliar content by an instructional designer.
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